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Paul Erdos has asked the following question. Is there 

a number c > 0 such that if E is a Lebesgue measurable subset 

of the plane with A2(E) (planar measure)> c, then E contains 

the vertices of a triangle with area equal to one? The first 

part of this dissertation is an investigation of this and 

other related geometric questions. As a partial solution, 

we show that (1) if A2(E) >4, then E contains the vertices 

of a triangle with area >_ one; and (2) if E has n components 

(n an integer > one), and A2(E) >2n, then E contains the 

vertices of a triangle with area equal to one. 

Motivated by the above planar question, we formulate 

and solve an analogous question for Lebesgue measurable sub-

sets E of the line. Is there a number c > 0 such that if \(E) 

(linear measure) > c, then ExE contains the vertices of a 

rectangle with one vertex on the diagonal, edges parallel to 

the coordinate axes, and area equal to one? If X(E) >1, we 

show that there is a positive integer n such that E n contains 

the vertices of an n-dimensional, rectangular parallelepiped 

with volume equal to one. Although it seems likely that 

there is some fixed n which works in the above result when-

ever the measure of E is large enough, we show that this 

fixed n cannot be two, and hence, the answer to the linear 



question is no. 

There are similar questions for sets of lattice points 

in the plane. Let n be an integer > one and S be a subset of 

an nxn square of lattice points. How large does S have to be 

in order to ensure that it will contain the vertices of a 

right triangle (rectangle) with sides parallel to the coor-

3/2 

dinate axes? We show that 2n - 2((2n) ) is large enough for 

right triangles (rectangles). By giving these results a con-

tinuous form, we relate them even more closely to the previous 

results. 

In the second part of this dissertation, we parametrize 

the theorems from general topology characterizing the con-

tinuous images and the homeomorphic images of the Cantor set, 

C. Let X and Y be Polish spaces and B be a Borel subset of 

XxY. If each x-section of B is compact, we show that there 

is a Borel measurable function f:XxC-*-B such that for each 

xeX, f(x,-) is a continuous function from C onto {x}xB . If 

each x-section of B is also zero-dimensional and dense-in-

itself, we show that f can be taken to be a Borel isomorphism 

and f(x,•) a homeomorphism for every xeX. 
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CHAPTER I 

ORGANIZATION 

This dissertation is divided into two unrelated parts, 

each dealing with a particular specialized subject area in 

mathematics. The first part consists of Chapters II 

through VI while the second part is made up of the final 

three chapters, VII through IX. We have attempted to make 

each part self-contained, so that each can be read without 

referring to the other. 

In the first part, we investigate a question raised by 

Paul Erdos. Essentially, this question asks how large (in 

the sense of measure) does a Lebesgue measurable subset of 

the plane have to be in order to ensure that it will always 

contain the vertices of a triangle with area exactly equal to 

one? Note that it is entirely possible for this question not 

to have an answer; i.e., that there exist Lebesgue measurable 

subsets of the plane with arbitrarily large measure which do 

not contain the vertices of any triangles with area exactly 

equal to one. Although we are not able to completely settle 

this question, it does motivate several other related ques-

tions which are answered in the first part. 

Chapter II presents the notation required in the first 

part. Erdos' question is also stated along with several re-

sults from measure theory which are needed in later chapters. 



In Chapter III, we deal exclusively with special cases 

and weaker forms of Erdos' question. In particular, we show 

(Theorem 3.5) that if a Lebesgue measurable subset of the 

plane has measure greater than four, then it contains the 

vertices of a triangle with area greater than or equal to 

one. Using this result, we are able to answer Erdos' question 

in the special cases where the Lebesgue measurable subsets of 

the plane under consideration have some fixed, finite number 

of components (Corollaries 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8). 

In Chapter IV, we shift the scene of the investigation 

to the line. Here, a question analogous to Erdos' question 

is raised (Question 4.2') and finally settled (negatively). 

We show that there are Lebesgue measurable subsets of the 

line with arbitrarily large measure such that the Cartesian 

product of each set with itself does not contain the vertices 

of any rectangles with sides parallel to the coordinate axes 

and area equal to one (Theorem 4.15). However, we are able 

to show that the following is true. If a Lebesgue measurable 

subset of the line has measure greater than one, then there 

is some positive integer n such that the Cartesian product 

of the set with itself n times contains the vertices of an 

n-dimensional, rectangular parallelepiped with edges parallel 

to the coordinate axes and volume equal to one (Theorem 4.14). 

In Chapter V, the scene of the investigation shifts 

again, to the lattice points in the plane. We begin by 

discussing several known results involving lattice points. 



Then we show the following (Theorems 5.6 and 5. 7). Let n be 

a positive integer greater than one and S be a subset of 

[0,1,...,n-l}2. If the cardinality of S is greater than 2n-2 

3/2 

((2n) ), then S contains the vertices of a right triangle 

(rectangle) with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. We 

also show that in some sense, these are sharp estimates 

(second part of Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.11). Finally, 

we show (Theorems 5.12 and 5.13) how these results can be 

related to the earlier results in Chapters III and IV. 

Chapter VI contains several new unsolved problems 

arising from the author's research in the first part. 

The second part of the dissertation is concerned with 

parametrization. This is a relatively new idea in the field 

of descriptive set theory. It is currently being developed 

by Mauldin, Cenzer, Sarbadhikari, Srivastava, and others. 

Chapter VII gives the notation and definitions necessary 

for this part. Some theoretic tools from descriptive set 

theory are also included. A short discussion of the para-

metrization concept along with several recent parametrization 

results conclude this chapter. 

Chapter VIII contains the main results (Theorems 8.2 

and 8.9) of the second part. These theorems are parametrized 

versions of the theorems from general topology characterizing 

the continuous images and the homeomorphic images of the 

Cantor set. 



Chapter IX concludes the dissertation with a presen-

tation of several unsolved parametrization problems. 



CHAPTER II 

INTRODUCTION TO GEOMETRIC PROBLEMS IN MEASURE THEORY 

This chapter defines the notation which is used in the 

first part of this dissertation, up to and including Chapter 

VI. We also state the main question which serves as a 

starting point and motivator for the research undertaken in 

this part and mention a recent result which is somewhat re-

lated to it. We conclude the chapter by stating several 

theorems from measure theory which will be needed later. 

These theorems and most definitions and additional notation 

can be found in Hewitt and Stromberg [3]. 

Notation 

IR - The set of real numbers. 

IR + - The set of positive real numbers. 

IR # - The extended real numbers, IR (J{_0°»°° 3 • 

I R 2 - The Cartesian plane, I R x l R . 

0 - The origin or zero vector in IR2 . 

7 
Li - The set of integers. 

Z2 - The lattice points in the plane, ZxZ. 

N - The set of natural numbers. 

X Linear Lebesgue measure. 

A 2 Planar Lebesgue measure. 

Ao Outer planar Lebesgue measure. 



Mx ~ T h e collection o£ all Lebesgue measurable 

subsets of IR. 

Let X be a set, d be a cr-algebra o£ subsets of X, and y be a 

countably additive measure on d. Then 

Li(X,^,y) - The space of all real-valued, ^-measurable 

functions on X whose Lebesgue integrals 

exist and are finite. 

Let X and Y be sets and neN. Then 

•̂ (X) - The power set of X, the collection of 

all subsets of X; 

|X| - The cardinality of X; 

X/Y - The complement of Y relative to X, 

{xeXrx^Y}; 
n 

Y ^ Y^ where each Y^ =Y. 

1< i < n 

Let xe IR and E be a subset of IR. Then 

[x] - The greatest integer £ x; 

X E " The characteristic function of E, 

Xg;lR -> {0,1} is defined by 

XE(P) = fl if peE 

[o if p^E; 

diam(E) - The diameter of E, sup{|p-q| :p,qeE}. 

Let E be a subset of IR2 and x,yeIR. Then 

E
x " The x-section of E, {qeIR: (x,q)eE}; 

e / " The y-section of E, {peIR: (p,y)eE}. 

Let x,y, ze IR 2. Then 



(x,y) - The inner product of x and y; 

||x|J - The norm of x, <x,x}5; 

A(x,y,z) - The area of the triangle with vertices 

x,y, and z. 

Let E be a subset of IR(IR2), xeIR(IR2), and celR. Then 

E -E - The difference set of E, {p-q:p,qeEj; 

E -x - The translation of E by x, {p-x:peE}; 

cE - {cp:peE}. 

The Main Question 

The following question of Paul Erdos [1, p. 122,4] 

serves as a starting point and motivator for the research 

undertaken in this first part. 

Question 2.1. Does there exist a ceIR+ such that if E 

is a Lebesgue measurable subset of IR2 with X2(E) >c, then E 

contains the vertices of a triangle with area equal to one? 

One of the major difficulties with this question is that 

E is iequired to contain the vertices of a triangle with area 

exactly equal to one. The question becomes easier if this 

requirement is weakened so that E need only contain the ver-

tices of a triangle with area >_ one (see Chapter III). 

Another difficulty lies in the setting of the problem. In 

the plane, there are very many choices of vertices for tri-

angles with area equal to one. Again, the question becomes 

easier if it is reformulated into an analogous question in a 

linear setting (see Chapter IV). 
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A recent result of R. Graham [2] has somewhat the same 

flavor as Question 2.1. If the plane is partitioned into a 

finite number of sets, then his result implies that one of 

the sets must contain the vertices of a triangle with area 

equal to one. It is interesting to note that the partitioning 

sets in Graham's result need not be Lebesgue measurable. 

Measure Theory Tools 

The following theorem of Steinhaus is probably one of 

the first results relating geometric concepts (the distance 

set of a set) to measure theory. This theorem is stated as 

an exercise with liberal hints in Hewitt and Stromberg [3, 

pp. 143-144]. For a different proof technique, see Oxtoby 

[5, p.21]. 

Theorem 2.2 (Steinhaus). Let E be a Lebesgue measurable 

subset of IR with X(E) >0. Then there is a S> 0 such that 

(-6,6) c E-E. 

Other necessary tools are the classical theorem of 

Fubini and one of its corollaries. 

Theorem 2.3 (Fubini). Let (X,M,y) and (Y,iF,v) be com-

plete c r - f i n i t e measure spaces, (XxY,Mxtf,yxv) be the completion 

of the product measure space, and feLx (XxY,M^,yx\T) . Then: 

(i) the function x + f(x,y) is in Li(X,M,y) for v-almost 

all yeY; 

(ii) the function y f(x,y) is in Li (Y,tf,v) for y-almost 

all xeX; 



(iii) the function y + J f(x,y)dy(x) is in Li ( Y , N , v ) ; 

JX 

(iv) the function x + f f(x,y)dv(y) is in Li (X,M,y) ; 

J Y 
(v) j f (x,y)diixV(x,y) = f f f (x,y)dy (x)dv (y) = 

JXXY JYJX 

f £(x,y)dv(y)dy (x) . 

'XJY 

Corollary 2.4. Let E be a Lebesgue measurable subset of 

IR2 with A2(E) >0. Then there is an xeIR such that E is a 

Lebesgue measurable subset of IR with X(E') >0 and a yelR 

such that Ey is a Lebesgue measurable subset of IR with 

A(Ey) > 0. 
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CHAPTER III 

INITIAL RESULTS AND SPECIAL CASES 

In this chapter, we examine modifications and special 

cases of Question 2.1. Although the results obtained here 

do not seem to lead to a complete solution to the question, 

they do give some insight into its nature. These results 

rely quite heavily on geometric intuition as evidenced by 

the diagrams accompanying their proofs. In contrast to the 

final result in the next chapter, they seem to suggest that 

Question 2.1 has an affirmative answer. 

The first result is due to Paul Erdos [1, p. 122; 4]. 

It shows that if E has positive measure and is unbounded, 

then E contains the vertices of triangles with an specified 

area. In particular, the conclusion of Question 2.1 holds. 

Of course, if A2(E) = °°, then E is unbounded. Thus, the re-

sults also handles this case. R. D. Mauldin showed the author 

this proof of the result. It was the author's introduction 

to Question 2.1. 

Theorem 3.1. Let ceIR+ and E be an unbounded, Lebesgue 

measureable subset of IR2 with A2(E) >0. Then E contains the 

vertices of a triangle with area equal to c. 

Proof (by contradiction). Suppose there is a ceIR+ such 

that E does not contain the vertices of any triangle with 

11 
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area equal to c. By Corollary 2.4, there is an x0eIR such 

that E is a Lebesgue measurable subset of 1R and xo 

)>0 . By Theorem 2.2, there is a 6 >0 such that 
X n x0 

This means that for every d strictly (-6V ><$ )<=Ev - E 
x0 X, Xo 

between 0 and 6 , there are two points of E on the line 
A 0 

x = x 0 such that the distance between them is equal to d. 

We show that no point of E is further from the line 

2 c 
x = x0 than a distance of -r— . Suppose ze E such that the 

distance s from z to the line x = x0 is greater than 2c 

2c 
x, 

Then 0 < < 6 , so there are p,q eE and on the linex =x0 such 
b A o 

that the distance between them is equal to . Thus, p,q, 

and z are the vertices of a triangle with area equal to c 

(see Fig. 1). This is a contradiction, so no point of E can 

be further from the line x= x0 than a distance of f^- . 

In a similar fashion(this time considering y-sections 

of E) , there is a y0£lR and a 6 > 0 such that no point of E 
y o 

is further from the line y = y 0 than a distance of . 
o 

Thus, 
yo 

Ec x0 - 6 
2c 2c 

, x 0 + r - y0 -
2c 
6y0 

.y0 
2c 
6y0 

This is a contradiction since E is unbounded. • 
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Xo" 
2c x0 Xo + 

2c 

> x 

Fig. 

x0
 ux0 

1 -- Illustration for Theorem 3.1 
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Erdos [1, p. 122] credits the next result to an un*-

named reader who solved Theorem 3.1 when it was presented 

as a problem in the Matematikai Lapok. Perhaps this reader 

obtained the minimum hypotheses so that the techniques used 

here in the proof of Theorem 3.1 would still work. 

Theorem 3.2. Let E be a subset of 1R2 with the following 

properties: 

(i) There is a line L in ]R2 such that E f|L is a linear 

Lebesgue measurable set with positive linear Lebesgue 

measure; 

(ii) E contains points that are arbitrarily far from L. 

If c s ]R+ , then E contains the vertices of a triangle with 

area equal to c. 

The following theorem illustrates the difficulties that 

may occur if the measurability assumption in Question 2.1 is 

dropped. The proof of this theorem depends very heavily on 

the following hypothesis. 

Hypothesis L. The union of fewer than 2^o sets with 

Lebesgue measure zero has Lebesgue measure zero. 

This hypothesis is consistent with the Zermelo-Fraenkel-

Choice (ZFC) axioms of set theory. For example, it is 

implied by the continuum hypothesis or by Martin's axiom 

together with the negation of the continuum hypothesis [3], 

However, we use Hypothesis L only in the proof of Theorem 

3.3. 
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Theorem 5.3. Let S be a subset of ]R+with |S| < . 

o 2. 

Then there is a subset E of ]R with X0(E) = <» such that if 

s eS, then E does not contain the vertices of any triangle 

with area equal to s. 
K 

Proof. There are exactly 2 o closed subsets of 1R2 with 

positive, planar Lebesgue measure [2, p. 134]. Let 

[F :a <03r 3 t>
e a n indexing of these sets, where co is the 

ot c c 

first ordinal number with 2^o predecessors. E is defined by 

transfinite induction. Choose e0eF0. Suppose 3 is an 

ordinal number such that 0 < £ < co . Suppose also that 

eaeF has been chosen for every ordinal number a < 3 so that 

if s e S, then Eg = {ea:a< pjdoes not contain the vertices of 

any triangle with area equal to s. Consider the collection 

of all pairs of distinct points from E g. There are fewer 
jSj u 

than 2 0 such pairs since ! 1 < 2 °. For each such pair {p,q} 

and for each se S, there are exactly two lines, Li and L2, 

which contain all points x e ]R2 so that x,p, and q are the 

vertices of a triangle with area equal to s (see Fig. 2). 

Let 

Mg = {xe]R2:for some s £ S, x and some pair of distinct 

points from Eg are the vertices of a triangle with 

area equal to s}. 
It follows from the above considerations that M g is the union 

of fewer than 2 0 lines (sets with planar Lebesgue measure 
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zero). Thus, by Hypothesis L, A2(M^) = 0, so that 

A2(F^/Mg) >0. Choose e^eF^/M . Continue in this fashion 

for every ordinal number 0 < oj , and let E = fe :a<co 3 • 
c a c 

Clearly, E intersects every closed subset of 1R2 with pos-

itive, planar Lebesgue measure. In addition, if s e S, then 

E does not contain the vertices of any triangle with area 

equal to s. 

It remains to show that xJ(E) =» . Suppose xJ(E) < ~ . 

Then there is an open subset U of ]R2 such that EC U and 

A2(U) < 00. Thus, ]R2/U is a closed subset of IR2, 

A2(]R2/U) > 0, and E D (3R2/U) = 4>. This is a contradiction, 

so A2(E) must be infinite, d 

Fig. 2 -- Illustration for Theorem 3.3 
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The next lemma gives an explicit formula for the area 

of a triangle in terms of its vertices. From this formula 

it easily follows that the triangle area function, 

A:(1R2)3+]R, is continuous. We then use the continuity of A 

to answer a weaker version of Question 2.1. In this weaker 

version, E is not required to contain the vertices of a tri-

angle with area exactly equal to some fixed value. E need 

only contain the vertices of a triangle with area greater 

than or equal to this fixed value. With this weaker con-

clusion, Question 2.1 has a positive answer (Theorem 3.5). 

Lemma 3.4. Let x,y,z e 1R2 and T be the 90° clockwise 

rotation of ]R 2. Then 

A(x,y,z) = | | <x - z, T(y - z))| 

Proof. Let 0 be the angle between x - z and y - z. Note 

that x- z, y- z, and 0 are the respective translates of x,y, 

and z by z. Therefore, 

A(x,y,z) = A(x - z, y - z, 0) = 

i llx " zlllly - z || sin 0 = 

-ir||x - z |||jTCy - z) || cos (0 - 90°) = 

i ! <x - z, T(y - z) ) | . • 

Theorem 3.5. Let e e l and E be a Lebesgue measurable 

subset of ]R2withX2(E) >4c. Then E contains the vertices of 

a triangle with area > c. 
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Proof (by contradiction). Suppose E does not contain 

the vertices of any triangle with area ^ c. We show that if 

K is a compact subset of E, then A2(K) < 4c. Thus, 

A2 (E) = sup [A2 (K) : K is compact and K<= E 3 £ 4c, 

a contradiction. 

Suppose K is a compact subset of E with positive measure 

(if A2(K) =0, then the desired result already holds). Since 

A is continuous, there is a triangle of maximum area whose 

vertices are contained in K. Let x,y, and z be the vertices 

of such a triangle. Then 0< A(x,y,z) < c. Let r,s, and t be 

the vertices of the triangle such that x is the midpoint of 

the line segment between r and s, yis the midpoint of the 

line segment between s and t, and z is the midpoint of the 

line segment between r and t (see Fig. 3). We show that K 

is a subset of the closed triangle with vertices r,s, and t. 

Thus, 

A2(K)<A(r,s,t)=4A(x,y,z) <4c. 

Suppose there is a point p of K so that p is not in the 

closed triangle with vertices r,s, and t. Then p must lie 

in one of the three open half-planes, R1UR2UR3,R3URJJR5, or 

R5UR6URi (see Fig. 3). For example, suppose p e R1(JR2UR3 . 

Then p,y, and z are the vertices of a triangle such that 

A(p,y,z) >A(x,y,z), a contradiction. Similar arguments hold 

for the other two cases. Therefore K must be a subset of the 

closed triangle with vertices r,s, and t. • 
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Fig. 3 -- Illustration for Theorem 3.5 
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The final three corollaries provide a positive answer 

to Question 2.1 in the special cases where E has some par-

ticular finite number of components (maximal connected sub-

sets) . However, the lower bound required for the Lebesgue 

measure of E seems to grow with the number of components of E 

If we could find some way to prevent this, then we would have 

a positive answer to the original Question 2.1. 

Corollary 3.6. Let ceIR and E be a connected, Lebesgue 

measurable subset of ]R2with A2(E) >4c. Then E contains the 

vertices of a triangle with area equal to c. 

Proof. E3 is a connected subset of (IR2)3. Since A is 

continuous, this means A(E3) is a connected subset of IR. 

0eA('E3) . For example, if xeE, then A(x,x,x) =0. By 

Theorem 3.5, A(E3) contains a number .> c. Therefore, 

ceA(E ), and E contains the vertices of a triangle with area 

equal to c. • 

Corollary 3.7. Let ceIR and E be a Lebesgue measurable 

subset of IR2 with exactly two components, Ej and E2. If 

A2(E) > 4c, then E contains the vertices of a triangle with 

area equal to c. 

Proof. By Theorem 3.5, E contains the vertices, say 

x»y, a n d z, of a triangle with area > c. Two of these ver-

tices, say x and y, belong to the same component, say Ej. 

Define f:IR2->IR by f(p) =A(x,p,z) for every peIR2. It follows 

from Lemma 3.4 that f is continuous. Thus, f(E,) is a con-

nected subset of IR. OefCEj) since f(x) = A(x,x,z) =0. 
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Also, f(y)ef(Ei), and f(y) = A(x,y, z) >_c. This means 

cef(Ei), so there is a peEi such that A(x,p,z) =£(p) = c. 

Therefore, E contains the vertices of a triangle with area 

equal to c. • 

Corollary 3.8. Let neN/{l},c eR +, and E be a Lebesgue 

measurable subset of IR2 with exactly n components. If 

A2(E) >2nc, then E contains the vertices of a triangle with 

area equal to c. 

Proof (by induction on n). Let 

M= {neN/{l]:if E is a Lebesgue measurable subset of 

IR2 with exactly n components, and X2(E) >2nc, then 

E contains the vertices of a triangle with area equal 

to c}. 

By Corollary 3.7, 2 eM . Suppose n eM. Let E be a Lebesgue 

measurable subset of IR2 with exactly n + 1 components, 

Ei ,E2,. . . ,En+1, and suppose X
2(E) >2(n+l)c. Let 

Bi = U E: 
je {1,...,i-1,i + 1,...,n+l} 

for every integer i between 1 and n+1. Then each Bi is a 

Lebesgue measurable subset of IR2with exactly n components. 

We show that X2 (B^) > 2nc for some i between 1 and n + 1. 

Suppose not. Then 
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nXr ^ (E) =n ^ ^ ( E i ) = 

1 <.i<. n+1 

^ A2 (B^) <_ (n+1) 2nc, 

l£ i _< n+1 

so that A2 (E) <. 2 (n+1) c. This is a contradiction, so A2(B^) 

must be greater than 2nc for some i between 1 and n + 1. By 

the induction hypothesis, this B^, and hence E, contains the 

vertices of a triangle with area equal to c. This shows that 

n + leM. Therefore, by induction, M=N/{1] and the corollary 

is true. • 

This completes the author's initial investigation of 

Question 2.1. 
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CHAPTER IV 

AM ANALOGOUS QUESTION FOR LINEAR SETS 

After working on Question 2.1 for some time, the author 

formulated an analogous question which dealt with linear sets 

instead of planar sets. By reducing the number of dimensions 

in the sets involved, the author hoped to gain a corresponding 

reduction in the complexity of the question. The author also 

believed that the formulation of such a question and its so-

lution would perhaps provide additional insight into the 

original Question 2.1. The formulation of this analogous 

question and its solution are the major goals of this chapter. 

As a step towards the goal of formulating the appropriate 

question, we state the first lemma. 

Lemma 4.1. Let c £ ]R+ , E be a subset of ]R2, and T be 

the 90° clockwise rotation of 1R2. Then the following are 

equivalent: 

(i) E contains the vertices of a triangle with area 

equal to c; 

(ii) there are p,q e ]R2 such that 

E n(E - p) Pi(E - q) ̂  4> and | <p,T(q))| = 2c. 

Proof. (i) implies (ii). Suppose x,y,z eE and 

A(x,y,z) = c. Then each of E, E - (x - z), and E - (y - z) con-

tains z, so that E fl [E - (x - z)]fl [E - (y - z)] f $ . 

24 
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Let p = x - z and q = y - z. By Lemma 3.5, | <p> T(q)}| 

2A(x,y,z) = 2c. 

(ii) implies (i). Suppose (ii) holds. Then there are 

x,y,z e E such that x = y - p = z - q . This means x = 0 + x, 

y = p + x, and z = q + x. By Lemma 3.5, A(p,q,0) = 

4 | (p, T(q)) | = c. Since x,y, and z are the respective 

translates of 0, p, and q by x, then A(x,y,z) also equals 

c. • 

Using Lemma 4.1, we reformulate Question 2.1. 

Question 2.1'. Does there exist a c e IR+ such that if 

E is a Lebesgue measurable subset of IR2with A2(E)> c, then 

there are p,q e IR2 such that E f| (E - p) f)(E - q) f and 

Up>T(q))| =2? (Again, T is the 90° clockwise rotation of 

IR2.) 

We now reduce the number of dimensions involved in this 

reformulation in the following manner. Since there is no 

satisfactory analogue in ]R for the notion of rotation, 

we delete T, Then we replace the inner product in IR2 by 

the inner product in IR, ordinary multiplication, and change 

the 2 to 1. (The reason for this last change will become 

apparent after Lemma 4.4.) Thus, we are led naturally to 

the following question. 

Question 4.2. Does there exist a c e ]R+ such that if E 

is a Lebesgue measurable subset of IR with X(E)> c, then 

there are p,q e IR such that E f) (E - p) D (E - q) f 4> and 

I pq I =i? 
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We also state a weaker form of this question which is 

much easier to work with. 

Question 4.3. Does there exist a c e l + such that if E 

is a Lebesgue measurable subset of ]R with X(E) >c, then 

there are p,q e ]R+ such that E f)(E - p) f <J>, E fl(E - q) f <(> , 

and pq = 1? 

Since the original Question 2.1 was stated in geometri-

cal terms, it would be of interest to find "nice" reformu-

lations of Questions 4.2 and 4.3 in geometrical terms. 

Towards this end, we have the next lemmas. 

Lemma 4.4. Let c e ]R+ and E be a subset of ]R . Then 

the following are equivalent: 

(i) there are p,q e ]R such that E f](E - p) f)(E - q) f <p 

and |pq| = c; 

2. 

(ii) E contains the vertices of a rectangle with sides 

parallel to the coordinate axes, one vertex on the 

diagonal, and area equal to c. 

Proof, (i) implies (ii) . Suppose (i) holds. Then 

there are x,y,zeE such that x = y - p = z - q . This means 

y - x = p and z - x = q. Therefore, (x,x),(y,x),(x,z),(y,z) e E2 

and are the vertices of a rectangle with sides parallel to 

the coordinate axes, one vertex on the diagonal, and area 

equal to |y-x||z-x| = |pq| = c . 

(ii) implies (i). Suppose (x,x),(y,x),(x,z),(y,z) eE 2 

and are the vertices of a rectangle with sides parallel to 

the coordinate axes, one vertex on the diagonal, and area 
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equal to c. Let p = y - x and q = z - x. Then |pq[ = 

|y - x | | z - x | = c and x = y- p = z - q . Therefore, Efl (E - p) fl 

(E - q) f $ . • 

The proof of the following lemma is similar. 

Lemma 4.5. Let c e ]R+ and E be a subset of ]R. Then 

the following are equivalent: 

(i) there are p,q £ ]R+ such that E f)(E - p) f <f> , 

Efi(E-q)^ <f> , and pq = c; 

(ii) E2 contains the vertices of a rectangle with sides 

parallel to the coordinate axes and area equal toe. 

Using these lemmas, we reformulate Questions 4.2 and 

4.3. 

Question 4.2/. Does there exist a c e ]R+ such that if 

E is a Lebesgue measurable subset of ]R with A(E) > c, then 

E2 contains the vertices of a rectangle with sides parallel 

to the coordinate axes, one vertex on the diagonal, and 

area equal to one? 

Question 4.3/. Does there exist a c e ]R+ such that if 

E is a Lebesgue measurable subset of ]R with X(E) > c, then 

E2 contains the vertices of a rectangle with sides parallel 

to the coordinate axes and area equal to one? 

It is clear that one can also ask similar questions con-

cerning higher dimensional rectangular parallelepipeds if the 

number of factors of E in the Cartesian product is increased. 

In the remainder of this chapter, we investigate these 

questions and others closely related to them. 
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We begin with a result similar to Theorem 3.1. This 

result applies to the case in which E is unbounded and 

X(E) >0. It shows that for any neN/{l}, E n contains 

the vertices of an n-dimensional, rectangular parallelepiped 

with edges parallel to the coordinate axes and volume arbi-

trary. In particular, it shows that the conclusion of 

Question 4.3' is true in case E is unbounded and X (E) >0. 

Of course, if A (E) =«>, then E is unbounded. Thus, the re-

sult also applies to this case. 

Theorem 4.6. Let n eN/ [l], ceIR+, and E be an un-

bounded, Lebesgue measurable subset of IR with X (E) >0. Then 

E n contains the vertices of an n-dimensional, rectangular 

parallelepiped with edges parallel to the coordinate axes 

and volume equal to c. 

Proof. By Theorem 2.2, there is a 6> 0 such that 

(-6,6)<=E-E. This means that for every d between 0 and <5, 

there are p,qeE such that q - p =d. Since E is unbounded, 

there are xj,yieE such that yi-xi > — ^ . Thus, 
jr.n-1 ' 

i 5 

0 <|yi -
C
x t j < 6, so there are p,qeE such that q -p = 
i 
n- 1 

i- xi/ . Define x^ =p and y^ =q for every integer 

i between 2 and n. Then x^ ,y^ }: 1 _< i _< n } c: E n and is the 

vertex set of an n-dimensional, rectangular parallelepiped 

with edges parallel to the coordinate axes and volume equal 

to c. • 
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The next lemma is a purely measure theoretic result. 

It demonstrates a surprising method for calculating the 

Lebesgue integral of a real-valued function over IR . The 

lemma is interesting in its own right, but it is used here 

as a tool for proving a theorem of Blichfeldt [1]. It is 

clear that this lemma, and also Blichfeldt's theorem, have 

higher dimensional analogues. 

If c e 1 is fixed, then Blichfeldt's theorem establishes 

a relationship between the Lebesgue measure of a set and the 

number of integer multiples of c that some translate of this 

set must contain. The author discovered Blichfeldt's 

theorem independently, and in fact, discovered two distinct 

proofs for this theorem. The proof given here is one of 

these. After the proof of Blichfeldt's theorem, we give 

two corollaries which will prove useful in later results. 

Lemma 4.7. Let ce 1 + and f e Li (1 . Define 
A 

h: [0,c) + ]R# by 

2 £(cz + 
h(x) = Z j £ ( c z + x ) 

z £ Z 

for every x e [0,c) for which the above series converges in 

IR# . Then h e Li ([0 ,c) jM-v.,x ) and 

f (x) d A(x) = h (x) d A(x) . 

'IR J [ 0 , c ) 
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Proof. Let y be the counting measure on . Then 

both (Z,^(Z),y) and ([0,c),M^,A) are complete, c-finite 

# 

measure spaces. Define g:Z x [0,c) -> IR by g(z,x) = f(cz + x) 

for every (z ,x) s Z x [o,c) . Then geLi (Z * [0,c) ,^(Z)xMx.,ii*X) 

and 

h(x) =J^ g(z,x)d y (z) 

for every xe [0,c). Therefore by Theorem 2.3, 

h e L i ([0 , c),M-̂ , A) and 

J f(x)dA(x) _ ^ f f(x)dA(x) = 

zeZ J[cz,c(z + 1)) 

ng(z,x)dA(x)dyfz) = 

. 0, c) 

g(z,x)dy(z)dA(x) = 

'[0 ,c) Jz 

h(x)dA(x) . • 

'[0 ,c) 

Theorem 4.8. (Blichfeldt) . Let c e ]R+, m e N(J {0 }, and 

E be a Lebesgue measurable subset of ]R . If A(E)> mc, then 

there is an x e [0,c) such that | (E - x) f) c Z I ̂  m + 1. If 

A(E) < mc, then there is an x e [0,c) such that 

| (E - x) f) c Z | s m - 1. 
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Proof. Suppose X(E) > mc, and let F be a compact sub-

set of E with X(F) > mc. Then xF £ La (IR, Mx,X) . Define 

h: [0,c) -*• IR by 

h(x) = ^ xF (cz + x) = | (F - x) D c Z | 

Z £ Z 

for every xe [0,c). Then h is an integer-valued function. 

By Lemma 4.7, heLi([0,c),MVX) and 

h(x)dX(x) _ I x R ( x ) d X f x ) X(F) > mc. 

[o,c) " J m F • = 

Therefore, there is an x£ [0,c) such that 

I (E - x) D c Z | > | (F - x)f| c Z | = h(x) > m+1. 

Now, suppose X (E)<mc. Then x E £ Li (IR, M^A). Define 

h: [0,c) + ]R# by 

h(x) = ^ X E(cz+x) = | (E - x) D c Z | 

ze Z: 

for every x £ [0,c). Then h is an extended integer-valued 

function. Again, by Lemma 4.7, heLi(£0,c),M,,X) and 
A 

h(x)dXfx) = I X p (x)dX(x) = X (E) < mc. 
[0,c) J ]R 

Therefore, there is an x £[0,c) such that 

I (E - x) D c Z | = h(x) £ m - 1. • 
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Corollary 4.9. Let ceIR+ and E be a Lebesgue measurable 

subset of IR with A(E) >c. Then there are p,qeE such that 

q - pec N. 

Proof. By Theorem 4.8, there is an xe[0,c) such that 

|(E-x)DcZ| _> 2. This means there are p,qeE and m,neZ, 

with m < n, such that p - x = cm and q -x =cn. Therefore, 

q-p=c(n-m)ecN. • 

Corollary 4.10. Let h,keN and E be a Lebesgue measu-

rable subset of IR with A(E) > ̂  diam(E) . If 

i diam(E) _< c < A (E) , then there are p,qeE such that 

q - p =^- for some integer i between 1 and h - 1. 

Proof. Since diam(E)£ch, there are a,beIR, with a<b, 

such that E cz [a,b] and b - a = ch. Define 

E. -E 0 I a 4- - l?ch a + ich \ 
V k k J k k 

for every integer j between 1 and k. Since 

^ *(Ej) =UE), 

1 < j < k 

then x(E.)> £ for some j between 1 and k. By corollary 4.9, 

there are p,q belonging to this E^, and hence E, such that 

q _p = -|r for some ieN. Since every Ej is a subset of an 

open interval with length equal to ^ , this i must be between 

1 and h - 1. • 
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Applying these corollaries, we now obtain the following 

theorem. This theorem applies to the special case when 

A(E) > * diam(E). It says that for any ne N / {1 }, En con-

tains the vertices of an n-dimensional, rectangular 

parallelepiped with edges parallel to the coordinate axes 

and volume equal to c, where c e (0,(A(E))n). In particular, 

this theorem shows that the conclusion of Question 4.3' is 

true in case A(E) >1 >.. I diam(E) . By considering the case 

in which A(E) =diam(E), one can easily see that the length 

of the above open interval cannot, in general, be increased. 

In this sense, we have obtained the best possible theorem 

for this special case. 

Theorem 4.11. Let neN / {1} and E be a Lebesgue measu-

rable subset of 3R with A (E) > £ diam(E) . If 0 < c < (A (E)) n, 

then En contains the vertices of an n-dimensional, rec-

tangular parallelepiped with edges parallel to the coordinate 

axes and volume equal to c. 

Proof. Choose d£]R+ so that i diam(E) £ d < A (E) and 

0 < c < (A (E) ) n d. Then 0 < N _ 1 < A (E) . By Corollary 4.9, 

, r 1 c there are p,qeE and keN such that q - p = k\~jn . Define 

xi = p and y^ = q for every integer i between 1 and n - 1. By 

Corollary 4.10, there are x ,y e E such that y - x - ^ 
n n J n n k11-1 ' 

Therefore, ̂ {{x^,y^}:l «sn} c E N and is the vertex set of 

an n-dimensional, rectangular parallelepiped with edges 

parallel to the coordinate axes and volume equal to c. • 
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The next result is an elementary lemma dealing with 

•finite sets. However, this lemma and Corollary 4.10 are 

the main tools required for the proof of Theorem 4.13. Among 

other things, this theorem implies that if X(E) >1, then 

there is some n eN such that E n contains the vertices of an 

n-dimensional, rectangular parallelepiped with sides par-

allel to the coordinate axes and volume equal to one 

(Theorem 4.14). It also implies that the conclusion of 

Question 4.3* is true in case X (E) > l2> . i diam (E). 

Lemma 4.12. Let n eN, X = {1,2,...,n], and f be a func-

tion from X to X. Define S = fn-1(X)(f°(X) = X). 

Then: 

(i) f (S) = S; 

(ii) if Be X and f(B) = B, then Be S; 

(iii) there is a function g from X to X so that 

gk(X)£.gk 1(X) for every integer k between 

1 and n - 1. 

Proof. We show (i) by contradiction. Define 

f (X) if k is an integer between 

^ 0 and n 

if k = n + 1 

Suppose X n - f(S) f S - X n ^ . Then for every k between 1 and 

n + 1 , ^k"*^k-l* Thus, ^ 1, Note also that if 

1 ^ i < j ̂ n + 1, then 
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(x± _ 1/xi)n CX̂  _ 1/x.)= 
Since 

X = U{Xk _ 1/Xk: 1 <k <n +1], 

this means |X|>n+l. This is impossible, so £(S) must be 

equal to S. 

We show (ii) by induction. In fact, we show that 

B c £k(X) for every keNU {0 }. Bcx=f°(x). Suppose 

Bcfk(x). Then B = f(B)cf^+-'-(X). Therefore, by induction, 

1c 

B c f (X) for every keN(j{0}. In particular, (ii) holds. 

Define g: X -> X by 

T i + 1 if 1 < i < n - 1 
g(i)= { " ~ 

in if i = n 

Then g (X)={k+l,k + 2,...,n}for every integer k between 

1 and n - 1, and (iii) follows. • 

Theorem 4.13. Let heN and E be a Lebesgue measurable 

subset of IR with A. (E) > £ diam(E). If ^ diam(E) £ c < X (E), 

then there is an integer n between 1 and h - 1 such that E n 

contains the vertices of an n-dimensional, rectangular 

parallelepiped with edges parallel to the coordinate axes 

and volume equal to cn. 

Proof. By Theorem 4.10, there are Xj^y^eE and an integer 

ik between 1 and h - 1 such that = ci* for every k£N. 
k 

Define f: {1,2 ,. . . ,h - 1 M l , 2 ,. . . ,h - 1} by f (k) = ifc for every 

integer k between 1 and h - 1. By 
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Lemma 4.12, there is a nonempty subset S of {1,2 ,. . . ,h - 1} 

such that £(S) = S. Let n = |S| and write S as { k x , k 2 , . . . } . 

Then 1 =£ n ̂  h - 1, and 

T T cyk - x, ) = c- ~jy = 

l ^ j s n kj 1 £ j s; n k. 
.1 

r £^ki) 
c*

 1 * j * n 3
 = c

n 

T k. 
1 ̂  j^ n 

(both products have the same factors although the orders of 

the factors may be different). Therefore, 

s 3:1 ̂  j ̂  n 3
C E n and is the vertex set of an n-

dimensional, rectangular parallelepiped with edges parallel 

to the coordinate axes and volume equal to c». • 

Theorem 4.14. Let E be a Lebesgue measurable subset 

of JR with A(E)> 1. Then there is an n£ N such that En con-

tains the vertices of an n-dimensional, rectangular paral-

lelepiped with edges parallel to the coordinate axes and 

volume equal to one. 

Proof. Let F be a compact subset of E with X(F) > 1. 

Choose he N so that 1 >. ^ diam(F) . Then by Theorem 4.13, 

there is an integer n between 1 and h- 1 such that Fn, and 

hence En, contains the vertices of an n-dimensional, 

rectangular parallelepiped with edges parallel to the co-

ordinate axes and volume equal to one.D 
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After seeing this corollary, one might reasonably hope 

to be able to reverse quantifiers; i.e., to find some fixed 

n belonging to N/{1} so that if E is a Lebesgue measurable 

subset of IR with A(E) >1, then E n contains the vertices of 

an n-dimensional, rectangular parallelepiped with sides 

parallel to the coordinate axes and volume equal to one. 

The final result in this chapter shows that in general, 

the answer to Question 4.3', and hence Question 4.2', is no. 

Therefore; if the n referred to above exists, it must be at 

least three. 

Theorem 4.15. Let ceIR and k be an odd natural number 

>_ 5. Then there is a Lebesgue measurable subset E of IR with 

Q 1̂-

A(E) > ~Y such that E2 does not contain the vertices of any 

rectangle with sides parallel to the coordinate axes and 

area equal to c2. 
Proof (by contradiction). Define V = {0, 2,4,6,...,k5-1} 

and 

E = U 0,— , cv ,r + — :veV 

Then |V| = k
 2

+1, so that 

X (E) = | V| > £k 
k* 2 

Suppose E2 does contain the vertices of a rectangle with 

sides parallel to the coordinate axes and area equal to c2. 
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Then by Lemma 4.5, there are xi ,X2 ,X3 ,xi»e E such that 

xi ~ x2,x3 - xit>0 and 

(1) (xi - X2) (x3 - x O = c
2 . 

We show that xi and X2 belong to different subintervals 

of E and X3 and Xi, belong to different subintervals of E. 

Suppose xi and x2 belong to the same subinterval of E. Then 

by (l), c2 (x3 - Xif), so that X3 - >. ck \ However, 

the right most point of E is C ̂  + £_ < ck* s o th a t 
k kf ' 

diam(E) <ck\ Thus, it is impossible for X3 - x^ to be >. ck1*. 

Therefore, xi and x2 must belong to different subintervals of 

E. A similar argument holds for X3 and xi*. 

Let v^ be the element of V such that x - e To, — 1 + E H 
1 L V J k 

for i -1,2,3,4. Note that Vi and V2 are distinct and V3 and 

Vit are distinct. Then 

and 

(3) r/£Ii-^-£L-l<(x : x,) < r/£Ii-£ZiLU c 
L\k ) + k« ] 

(1)>(2)> and (3) imply that 

(4) 

CVi CV2 \ C "I f /c 
k k j - k * j L ( -

V3 _ cv^ 
k k H s ] -

(=11. - SZ±\ + £_1 r/cy3 . cv*-\ C -] 
1 k k I k,J LIT" ~ ) F J ' 
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This means (multiplying (4) by ^") 

(5) 
h - v ^ — J [(V3 -V,) -p-]li 2 i 

[ ( v , - v O * i r ] [ c v . - v O * i r ] 

and (multiplying (5) by k6) 

[k3 (vi - v2) - 1] [k
3 (v3 - v O - 1] £k

8 < 
(6) 

[k3 (vi -v 2) + 1] [k
3 (v3 -vi,) +1] . 

From (5) and the fact that v3 - v* is a positive even integer, 

(vi - v2) - 1 < (vi - v2) - < 
k* 

[(VI -V 2) -I_J[(v3 - v O - p-]lk
2. 

Thus, 

(7) vi - v2<k
2 +1 . 

Similarly, 

(8) v3 - Vtj<k2 + 1 . 

Let a = [k3 (vi - v2) - 1] [k
3 (v3 - Vi») - 1] and 

b = [k3 (vj - v2) +1] [k
3 (v3 - v,) + 1]. Then by (6), k8 and 

k6 (vi -v2)(v3 - v3) belong to [a,b] . Thus, 

b - a >\ k8 - k6 (vi - v2) (v3 - ViJ | = 

ks | k2 - (vi - v2) (v3 - v O | _>k
6 

(since k2 is odd and (vj - v2)(v3 - v^) is even). But by 
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definition and from (7) and (8), 

b-a=2k 3[(vi - v 2) + (v3 - vlt)]< k
3(4k2 + 4) <k 6. 

This is a contradiction. Therefore, E2 does not contain the 

vertices of any rectangle with sides parallel to the co-

ordinate axes and area equal to c2. • 

This theorem seems to suggest that the answer to the 

original Question 2.1 might also be no. However, the 

techniques used in Theorem 4.15 cannot be applied directly 

to provide a negative response to Question 2.1. Moreover, 

they cannot even be applied directly to provide negative 

responses to the questions analogous to Question 4.3' which 

involve higher dimensional, rectangular parallelepipeds. 

Theorem 4.15 also provides some definite information 

about the original Question 2.1. It implies that the con-

clusion of Question 2.1 cannot be strengthened in the fol-

lowing way. One cannot ask that the planar set E there 

contain the vertices of a triangle with area equal to one 

and also one side parallel to a fixed line. This is easily 

seen by considering appropriate rotations of the sets E2 

obtained in the above theorem. (Note that the sets E2 ob-

tained above do not contain the vertices of a triangle with 

area equal to c2/2 and one side parallel to either coordi-

nate axis.) 
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CHAPTER V 

RELATED QUESTIONS FOR SETS OF LATTICE POINTS 

P. Erdos and R. Graham [3, p. 120; 5, p. 48] asked the 

following question. 

Question 5.1. Let c > 0. Is there a positive integer 

N(c) such that if n is an integer N(c), and S is a subset 

of {0,1,...,n-1 }2 with |SJ > cn , then S contains the vertices 

of a square with sides parallel to the coordinate axes? 

M. Ajtai and E. Szemeredi [1] were able to give a positive 

answer to a weaker form of this question dealing with 

isosceles right triangles with sides parallel to the coordi-

nate axes. 

Theorem 5.2 (Ajtai and Szemeredi). Let c>0. Then there 

is a positive integer N(c) such that if n is an integer >N(c), 

and S is a subset of {0,1,...,n-1 }2 with |S| :>cn , then S 

contains the vertices of an isosceles right triangle with 

sides parallel to the coordinate axes. 

Most recently H. Furstenberg and Y. Katznelson [4] 

showed that similar results were true for any finite configu-

ration of lattice points. In particular, their work implied 

Ajtai and Szemeredi's result and gave a positive answer to 

Erdos and Graham's original question. 

Theorem 5.3 (Furstenberg and Katznelson). Let c > 0 and 

F be an finite configuartion in Z2. Then there is a positive 

42 
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integer N(c) such that if n is an integer > N(c), and S is a 

subset of {0,1,...,n-l}2 with |Sj >cn2, then S contains the 

vertices of some translate of a dilation of F. 

Let neN/{l} and S be a subset of {0,1,...,n-1 }2. We 

propose the following questions which are motivated by the 

above results. 

Question 5.4. How large does S have to be in order to 

ensure that it will contain the vertices of a right triangle 

with sides parallel to the coordinate axes? 

Question 5.5. How large does S have to be in order to 

ensure that it will contain the vertices of a rectangle with 

sides parallel to the coordinate axes? 

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate Questions 

5.4 and 5.5. Although it might seem that Furstenberg and 

Katznelson's result already answers these questions, actually 

they have a slightly different nature. In order to apply 

Furstenberg and Katznelson's result to them, we would first 

have to fix some right triangle or rectangle with sides 

parallel to the coordinate axes (a finite configuration). 

Then, only right triangles or rectangles similar (having the same 

ratio of sides) to this fixed one would be under consider-

ation. Instead of doing this, we consider any right 

triangle or rectangle whatsoever in Questions 5.4 and 5.5, 

as long as its sides are parallel to the coordinate axes. 

»Vith these less stringent requirements, we are able to obtain 

sharper estimates on how large S has to be. In fact, 
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for right triangles, we are able to show that we have the 

smallest possible estimate. For rectangles, we show that at 

least we have the correct order of magnitude. Both estimates 

are smaller than those that would be obtained simply by 

applying Furstenberg and Katznelson's result. 

We begin by giving the best possible answer to Question 

5.4, IS| must be > 2n-2. 

Theorem 5.6. Let m,neN/{l] and S be a subset of 

{0,1,...,m-1 ]x£0,1,...,n-1} such that S does not contain the 

vertices of a right triangle with sides parallel to the co-

ordinate axes. Then |S|<^m+n-2. Moreover, there is a subset 

T of [0 ,1,. .. ,m-1 }x {0,1,. . . ,n-1} with [T[ =m+n-2 such that T 

does not contain the vertices of a right triangle with sides 

parallel to the coordinate axes. 

Proof. Denote Si by C. for every ie[0,1,...,m-1} and 

by R. for every je {0,1,...,n-l }. If ie{0,1,...,m-lJ and 

je {(), 1,. . . ,n-1}, then C. is the ith "column" of S and R. is 
J 

the jth "row" of S. Let 

U= {je{0,l,...,n-l}:|R.| =0], 

V= {je{0,l,...,n-l}:|R.J =1], 

and 

W = [j e {0,1,. . . ,n-1}: | Rj [ >2}. 

Then UIJV(JW = {0,1,.. . ,n-1}. We divide the proof of the first 

part of the theorem up into three cases. 
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Case I: Suppose W = <j>. Then 

lSl = Y I R-: III UUV| = n < m+n- 2. 

jeWJV 3 

Case II: Suppose V = <f>. We show that |S|<m. Suppose 

not. Then there is some pe {0,1,...,m-l} such that |C [ > 2. 

This means there are distinct h,ke{0,1,...,n-l} such that 

(p,h) , (p,k) eS. Since Rh f <},,then |Rh| > 2. This means there 

is a qe {0,1,...,m-1}, q ^ p , such that (q,h)eS. This is a 

contradiction since (p,h),(p,k), and (q,h) are the vertices 

of a right triangle with sides parallel to the coordinate 

axes. Therefore, |S| must be _< m £ m+ n-2 . 

Case III: Suppose V ̂  <|, and Then 

2 IRj I 1 I UUV[ < n-1 . 

j e U(J V 

Let keV. Then there is a pe{0,1,...,m-lJ such that 

(p,k)£S. We show that p^R^ for every jeW. Suppose heW and 

peRh. Then (p,h)eS. Since |Rh| > 2, there is a 

qe{0,l,. . . ,m-l], q ^ p , such that (q,h)eS. Thus, (p,k),(p,h), 

and (q,h) are the vertices of a right triangle with sides 

parallel to the coordinate axes, a contradiction. This shows 

that p^Rj for every jeW. 

We now show that |Rj| £ m-1. Suppose not. Then 

jeW 

2 2 u ± 3 nRj']=21 Rj1 - m> 
ie {0 ,...jp-ljp+l,...,m-1} jeW jeW 
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so there is a qe{0,1,...,m-l}, q f p, such that 

2 | {q } f)Rj I 2: 2. This means there are distinct g,heW such 

jeW 

that (q,g), (q,h)eS. Since [ R. | >. 2, there is an 

r e [ 0 , 1 , . . . r f q, such that (r,g)eS. This is a con-

tradiction since (q,g), (q:,h), and (r,g) are the vertices of 

a right triangle with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. 

Therefore, 

I S| = ^ \R. \ + ̂  lRjl < m + n" 2 • 

jeU(JV jeW 

This completes the proof of the first part of the theorem. 

For the second part, define 

T = ({0 3* {1,2, . . . ,n-l])U ({1,2,. . . ,m-l3x{0}) . 

Then |T| =m+n-2, and clearly, T does not contain the ver-

tices of a right triangle with sides parallel to the coor-

dinate axes. • 

Let nsN/{l3. Then we denote by $(n) the largest integer 

m such that there is a subset S of {0,1,. .. ,n-1 }2 with |S| =m 

which does not contain the vertices of a rectangle with sides 

parallel to the coordinate axes. The next theorem shows that 
'Z. / O 

$(n) £ (2n) ' . This provides an answer to Question 5.5. 

Theorem 5.7. Let neN/{l3 and S be a subset of 

{0,1,...,n-132 such that S does not contain the vertices of a 

rectangle with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. Then 
IS| < (2n)3/2. 
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Proof. We continue with the row and column notation 

introduced in the proof of Theorem 5.4. Let 

B = {je £0,1,...,n-l}:|Rj| < (2n)2 } 

and 

D= {je{0,l,...,n-l]:|R.| > (2n)a}. 

Then BUD= {0,1,. . . ,n-l }, and 

^ I Rj I 1 I Bl (2n)2 £ n(2n)' 

j eB 

x 
i 2 

Let k = [(2n)2] +1, m = |D|, and write D as 

£ji >U > • • • > jm3- We show that m£(2n)^. Suppose not. Then 

m>k, and |Rj|>.k for every jeD. Note that 

i 1 " 1 R. ~ 
ji n UR. 

\p<i P<I 

for every i between 1 and m (else two different rows of S 

have more than one element in common, and then S contains the 

vertices of a rectangle with sides parallel to the coordinate 

axes). This means 

R. , 
Ji / ' U R j J 

>. k - (i-1) 

i p < i J 

for every i between 1 and m. Thus, 

R. It 

II R. , 
3 i / f U RjJ 

> k ^ k + 1 ) > n - 2 ' 
k 1<_ i<_ k [p<:L i 

a contradiction. Therefore, J D[ must be < (2n)2. This means 
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'S' = 2 lRji + 2 ' R j ' £ n C 2 n ) i + |o|n < (2n)2. • 

jeB jeD 

Again let neN/{l}. In order to obtain an inequality in 

the opposite direction for $(n), we need the following re-

sults from the theory of projective planes. These results 

can be found in Hughes and Piper [5,pp.76-89]. 

A proj ective plane is a set of points and lines together 

with an incidence relation between the points and lines such 

that: 

(i) any two distinct points are incident with a 

unique line; 

(ii) any two distinct lines are incident with a 

unique point; 

(iii) there exist four points such that no three 

are incident with one line. 

Theorem 5.8. Let f be a finite projective plane. Then 

there is a positive integer n > 2 such that: 

(i) each line contains exactly n + 1 points; 

(ii) each point is on exactly n + 1 lines; 

(iii) ¥ contains n2 + n + 1 points and n2 + n +1 lines. 

If.r is a finite projective plane, then the positive 

integer n in the above theorem is called the order of f. 

Theorem 5.9. There are finite projective planes with 

order equal to any given prime power. 

Using these results, we obtain the following theorem. 

This theorem shows that at least for some positive integers 
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n, $(n) > n2 . 

Theorem 5.10. Let p be a prime power and n = p 2 + p + l . 

Then there is a subset S of {l,2,...,n}2 with |Sj = 
1 

n([n2] +1) such that S does not contain the vertices of a 

rectangle with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. 

Proof. Let f be a finite projective plane with order p. 

By Theorem 5.8, ^contains n points and n lines. Let 

xi,x2,...,x be a numbering of the points of f and 

Ai, £2,. . . , A be a numbering of the lines of f. Define 

S = £(i,j)e{1,2,...,n}
2: 

point x. is incident with line Jl.l. 1 J 

Again by Theorem 5.8, each line of ^contains exactly 
3, 

p + 1 = [n2] +1 points. Thus, each "row" of S contains ex-
1 ± 

actly [n2] +1 points, and [ S| =n([n2] +1). Since any two 

distinct points of f are incident with a unique line, it 

follows that S does not contain the vertices of a rectangle 

with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. • 

Next we make an approximate extension of Theorem 5.10 

to all sufficiently large positive integers. In combination 

with Theorem 5.7, this will show that we have the correct 
order of magnitude for $(n). 

Theorem 5.11. Let e > 0. Then there is a positive 

integer N(e) such that if n is an integer >.N(e), then 

$(n) > (l-e)n2. 
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Proof. If keN, then we denote the kth prime number by 

pk. Let n be a positive integer > 7. Choose keN so that 

Pk +Pk + 1 < n < p£+1 + pk + 1 + 1. 

Then, by Theorem 5.10, 

ff(n) > ffipI + Pt + 1) 

n 
3 

n2 

<Z>r .2 
-̂ CPfc +Pt + 1) . (Pfc + j) (Pk +Vv + l) 

(p* + i) (p| +Pk + i) nf 

> Pk +pk +11 > Pk +Pk +1 | 

n Pk+i+ Pk+i +i, 

Since the ratio of consective primes converges to 1 (an 

application of the prime number theorem [2, pp. 74-82]), we 

have 

lim inf ffi(n) > lim 
n+oo a — k~̂oo 

n 

Pk +Plr + 1 

Pk+i+Pk + i + 1 
= 1. 

The theorem now follows from the definition of lim inf. • 

Up to this point, we have considered only discrete 

questions for sets of lattice points. As a conclusion for 

this chapter, we show how these discrete questions can be 

transformed into continuous questions for arbitrary bounded, 

Lebesgue measurable subsets of 3R2. The main tool for 

carrying out this transformation is a two-dimensional anal-

ogue of Theorem 4.8 (Blichfeldt's theorem). Although we do 

not prove this analogue of the theorem explicitly, its proof 

is almost identical to the one given in Chapter IV. Once 

the transformation has been performed, the results 
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appear to be very similar to those considered in Chapters 

III and IV. 

Theorem 5.12. Let a,b,c,deIR with a< b and c< d, 

m,neN/{l}, and E be a Lebesgue measurable subset of 

[a,b]x[c,d] with A
2(E) > (m + n-2) J . Then E contains 

the vertices of a right triangle with sides parallel to the 

coordinate axes and area > h 

" I m )\ n j 
Proof- By the two-dimensional analogue of Theorem 4.8 

(Blichfeldt' s theorem), there is an (x,y)e £o x £o j 
such that 

[E - (x>y) ]D [pjpj zx zj | > m + n- 2. 

Let 

s i* ( ^ r ) j ) e E - Cx,y)}. 

Then | s | > m + n - 2 , and there is a (p,q)eZ2 such that 

S - (p > <l) c: {0,1,. .. ,m-l3x{0,l,.. . ,n-1}. Thus, by Theorem 

5.6, S-(p,q), and hence S, contains the vertices of a right 

triangle with sides parallel to the coordinate axes and area 

— 2• Therefore, E - (x,y), and hence E, contains the vertices 

of a right triangle with sides parallel to the coordinate 

axes and area > .• 

The proof of the following theorem is similar. 

Theorem 5.13. Let a,b,c,deIR with a< b and c <d, 

neN/{l}, and E be a Lebesgue measurable subset of [a,b]x[c,d] 

with A (E) > ([(2n) ] + 1) # Then E contains the 
n2 
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vertices of a rectangle with sides parallel to the coordi-

nate axes and area > (b a ) c ) # 

n2 

It is clear that Theorem 5.3 also has a continuous form. 
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CHAPTER VI 

UNSOLVED GEOMETRIC PROBLEMS 

In Chapter III, we answered Question 2.1 for the case 

where E is a Lebesgue measurable subset of IR2 with some 

fixed, finite number of components. However, the original 

question without these additional hypothese still remains 

unanswered. Perhpas some technique based on these special 

cases would lead to a complete solution to the original 

question. 

We also showed that if ceIR+, and E is a Lebesgue meas-

urable subset of IR2with A2(E) >4c, then E contains the 

vertices of a triangle with area c. 

Question 6.1. How much can be coefficient 4 be im-

proved? In particular, what is the smallest possible value 

for the coefficient? Perhaps this smallest value is also the 

best answer to Question 2.1. 

In Chapter IV, we show that if E is a Lebesgue measurable 

subset of IR with X (E) >1, then there is some n£N such that 

E n contains the vertices of an n-dimensional, rectangular 

parallelepiped with edges parallel to the coordinate axes 

and volume equal to one. 

Question 6.2. Can this rectangular parallelepiped 

always be chosen so that one of its vertices lies on the 

diagonal? 

54 
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Question 6.3. Is there some fixed neN/{l,2} such that 

if E is a Lebesgue measurable subset of IR with A(E) >1, then 

En contains the vertices of an n-dimensional, rectangular 

parallelepiped with edges parallel to the coordinate axes 

and volume equal to one? In particular, can this fixed n be 

three? Note that we have already shown that the fixed n 

could not be two. Clearly it cannot be one. 

In Chapter V, we showed that $(n)£(2n)2 for every 

n£N,/{l}. 

Question 6.4. Is $(n) in fact less than or equal to 
i 

n([n2] +1) for every neN/{l}? This seems to be suggested by 

the results from the theory of projective planes stated in 

Chapter V. 

We now give the following generalization of Question 5.5. 

Question 6.5. Let n,k,peN, {A^ : 1 i ̂ k ] be a family of 

subsets of {0,1,...,n-l} such that | Ai f) | < p for all dis-

tinct i and j between 1 and k, and set m = A. 
l 

1< i < k 

Denote by I(n,k,p) the maximum value of m over all families 

satisfying the above properties. Note that 

I(n,n,2) $(n) for every neN/{l}. What kind of estimates 

on the value of I(n,k,p) can be obtained for various choices 

of n,k, and p? 



CHAPTER VII 

INTRODUCTION TO PARAMETRIZATION 

This chapter defines the notation and terms which are 

used in the remainder of this dissertation. We also state 

several known theorems which are needed for the results in 

Chapter VIII. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the 

parametrization concept and some recent work leading up to 

the author's results. 

Notation and Definitions 

We follow the notation and definitions in Kuratowski [4] 

with the following additions and clarifications. 

IR - The set of real numbers. 

N - The set of natural numbers. 

N* - The set of all finite sequences of natural 

numbers including the empty sequence, 

U N 
keN 

k\ 

N^° - The set of all infinite sequences of natural 

numbers (homeomorphic to the space of ir-

rational numbers). 

{0,2} - The set of all finite sequences of zeros and 

twos including the empty sequence, 

(4»3uf U {0'2}k 
keN 

56 
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C - The Cantor set (homeomorphic to the set of all 

infinite sequences of zeros and twos). 

E - The set of end points of C. 

E^ - The set of left end points of C. 

E^ - The set of right end points of C. 

D - The set of non end points of C, C/E. 

Let s e {0,2}* or N*. Then 

Is I - The length of s, the number of terms that s 

has. 

If n is a natural number £ |s|, then 

s n - The nth term of s. 

Let s, t £ {0,2 }* or N* with | s| £ [ t| . Then 

s< t - "t extends s", means t = s n for every n be-

tween 1 and |s|. 

Let s eN* and n eN. Then 

s*n - "s concatenated with n", means the finite 

sequence (sj,s2,...,s|s•,n) of length |s|+ 1. 
v> S> ' ' 

Let ae{0,2} 0 or N 0 and ne N. Then 

a(n) - The nth term of a; 

a|n - The finite sequence (a(1),a(2),...,a(n)). 

Let se {0,2}*. Then 

C(s) - {aeC: a||s|=s3. 

Let X,Y, and Z be sets, p e X, qeY, B c X x Y , and f be a function 

from XxY to Z. Then 

X/Y - The complement of Y relative to X, {xeXrx^Y}; 
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^(X) - The power set of X, the collection of all 

subsets of X; 

Bp - The p-section of B, {yeY:(p,y)e B}; 

t t i (B) - The projection of B into X, {x eX:(x,y)e B 

for some y e Y 

772(B) - The projection of B into Y, {y eY:(x,y)e B 

for some x eX}; 

f(p,-) - The function from Y to Z defined by 

(f(p,•))(y) = f(p,y) for every ye Y; 

f(*,q) - The function from X to Z defined by 

(f(-,q))(x) = f(x,q) for every xe X. 

We also make the following convention which actually is 

an abuse of notation. If X X Z and g is a function from 

Xx Y to M such that (g(x, •)) (Y) <=: [x} xM , then we say that 
A 

g(x,*) is a function from Y to MY-
A 

If F is a multifunction from X to Y, then 

Gr(F) - {(x,y) £ X ><Y:y £F(x) 3. 

If X and Y are also topological spaces, then 

S(X) - The Borel subsets of X, the smallest subfamily 

of ^(X) which contains the open sets and is 

closed under complements and countable unions; 

S^(X) - The smallest subfamily of ^(X) which contains 

the analytic sets and is closed under com' 

plements and countable unions; 
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S(X) - The smallest subfamily of ^(X) which contains 

the open sets and is closed under complements 

and the ^-operation. 

- The Y-closure of B, IP" 

xeX 

Let (X,d) be a metric space, peX,6>0, and M be a subset of 

X. Then 

B(p;S) - {xeX:d(x,p)<6 3; 

diam(M) - sup {d(x,y):x,yeM}; 

dist(p,M)- inf {d(p,x) :xeM}. 

Let X and Y be sets. A multifunction from X to Y is a 

function F from X to ^(Y) / {<J>}, the collection of all nonempty 

subsets of Y. If X and Y are also topological spaces, then 

F measurable means {x e X:F(x) f|U + <}> 3 is a Borel subset of 

X for every open subset U of Y. If f is a function from X to Y, 

then f is Borel measurable means f_1(U) is a Borel subset of 

X for every open subset U of Y. f is a Borel isomorphism 

means f is one-to-one and f(B) is a Borel subset of Y if and 

only if B is a Borel subset of X. 

A Polish space is a topological space which is homeomor-

phic to a complete separable metric space. Every Gg subset 

of a Polish space is a Polish space [4, p. 408]. 

Descriptive Set Theory Tools 

The first theorem is implicit in a result of Novikov [8]. 

Usually, all that can be said about the projection of a Borel 

set is that it is analytic. This theorem shows that in case 
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every section of the Borel set in the direction of the pro-

jection is compact, then its projection is still Borel. This 

is a very useful tool for analyzing the set theoretic com-

plexity of a set. 

Theorem 7.1. Let X and Y be Polish spaces and B be a 

Borel subset of XXY such that B is compact for every x£ X. 

Then ̂ (B) is a Borel subset of X. 

The next theorem is a corollary of Theorem 7.1. The 

graph of f,Gr(f), is a Borel subset of XxY with compact 

(in fact, singleton) y-sections, and f (B) = tt2 [Gr (f) f) (B x Y) ] . 

This theorem implies that in Polish spaces, a one-to-one, 

Borel measurable function is a Borel isomorphism. 

Theorem 7.2. Let X and Y be Polish spaces, B be a Borel 

subset of X, and f be a one-to-one, Borel measurable function 

from X to Y. Then f(B) is a Borel subset of Y. 

After Novikov's result came out, Arsenin fl] , Kunugui 

[3], and finally Saint-Raymond [9] all showed by different 

techniques that the same conclusion holds for Borel sets with 

cr-compact sections. 

Theorem 7.5. Let X and Y be Polish spaces and B be a 

Borel subset of XXY such that B is cr-compact for every x£ X. 

Then tti(B) is a Borel subset of X. 

The final result of this section constructs explicitly 

a Borel uniformization for a Borel subset of X x ]R with com-

pact x-sections. Before stating the theorem, we give three 

elementary lemmas which are useful in proving it. 
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Lemma 7.4. Let X be a Polish space. Then Z(X), the 

space of nonempty, compact subsets of X, is also a Polish 

space. 

Lemma 7.5. Let X and Y be Polish spaces and F be a 

function from X to £(Y). Then F is Borel measurable if and 

only if Gr(F) = {(x.y) eX*Y:y eF(x) 3 is a Borel subset of 

XxY. 

Lemma 7.6. Let f: £(]R) -> ]R be defined by f(K) =sup(K) 

(inf (K)) for every Ke K(R). Then f is continuous. 

Theorem 7.7. Let X be a Polish space and B be a Borel 

subset of Xx ]R such that B^ is nonempty and compact for every 

xeX. Define g;X-*]R by g(x)=sup(B ) (inf (B )) for every 
X X 

x eX. Then g is Borel measurable. 

Parametrizations 

We begin by discussing in very general terms the main 

idea of parametrizations. Let X,Y, and Z be Polish spaces. 

Suppose we have a characterization theorem which says that 

every topological space satisfying certain conditions is a 

"measurable" image of Y. Here measurable may mean continuous, 

continuous one-to-one, homeomorphic, Borel measurable, Borel 

isomorphic, etc. One might then ask the following parametri-

zation question. Suppose B is a "measurable" subset of XxZ. 

For example, B is Borel, analytic, coanalytic, etc. Suppose 

also that each x-section of B satisfies the conditions 

mentioned above. Can one find a "measurable" map f:X xY -*-B 
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so that f(x,-) is a map from Y to Bx with the same properties 

as in the original theorem for every x e X? Here measurable 

may mean Borel measurable, S-measurable, ̂ -measurable, etc. 

Such a map f is called a parametrization. 

The difficulties encountered in the construction of a 

parametrization provide a measure of the effectiveness of 

one's argument for the characterization theorem. Parametria 

zations may also simplify other arguments in mathematics [2]. 

We now give some examples of parametrizations. One of 

the first parametrization results was obtained by Cenzer and 

Mauldin [2]. Their theorem can be viewed as a parametrized 

version of the classical theorem in descriptive set theory 

which says that any two uncountable Borel sets in a Polish 

space are Borel isomorphic. 

Theorem 7.8. Let W be a Borel subset of f0,X]x[0»l] 

such that Ŵ . is uncountable for every x £ [0,1]. Then there 

is a function g:[0,1]x[0,l] + w such that g(x,.) is a Borel 

isomorphism of [0,1] onto Wx for every x e [0,1], and both g 

and g are S([0,1]x[0,1])-measurable. 

Later Mauldin [5] gave necessary and sufficient con-

ditions for W to have a Borel parametrization. 

Theorem 7.9. Let X and Y be uncountable Polish spaces 

and W be a Borel subset of XXY such that W is uncountable 

for every x eX. Then the following are equivalent; 
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(i) there is a Borel isomorphism g:Xx Y +W such that 

g(x,*) maps Y onto W for every x eX; 
A 

(ii) W contains a Borel set M such that M is a nonempty, 
X 

compact, perfect set for every x eX; 

(iii) there is a conditional probability distribution y on 

X x $ ( Y ) such that y(x,-) is atomless and y(x,W ) =1 for every 
X 

X £ X. 

Mauldin also proved a category analogue of this theorem. 

Theorem 7.10. Let X and Y be uncountable Polish spaces 

and W be a Borel subset of XxY such that W is uncountable 
X 

and not meager for every xeX. Then there is a Borel isomor-

phism g:X xy-MV such that g(x,-) maps Y onto W for every 
X 

X £ X. 

Later Mauldin and Srivastava [7] improved and extended 

Theorem 7.10 as follows. 

Theorem 7.11. Let X and Y be Polish spaces and F be a 

measurable multifunction from X to Y such that Gr(F) is a 

coanalytic subset of XxY, and F(x) is dense-in-itself and 

not meager in F(x) for every xeX. Then there is a one-to-

one function g:XxY + Gr(F) such that g(x,-) maps Y onto F(x) 

for every XEX, and both g and g"1 are M(XxY)-measurable. 

The final two theorems in this chapter are due to 

Mauldin and Sarbadhikari [6]. These theorems are parametrized 

versions of theorems in descriptive set theory which charac-

terize the Polish spaces that are continuous, one-to-one 

images and homeomorphic images of N^° . However, Mauldin 
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and Sarbadhikari were not able to answer completely the 

questions they raised (see Chapter IX). 

Theorem 7.12. Let X be a Polish space and F be a 

measurable multifunction from X to 1 such that Gr(F) is a 

Borel subset of Xx]R, and F(x) is a dense-in-itself, G„ 
0 

subset of ]R for every xeX. Then there is a Borel isomorphism 

f:X xN °+ Gr(F) such that f(x,*) is a continuous one-to-one 

map of N^° onto F(x) for every xeX. 

Theorem 7.13. Let X be a Polish space, Y be a zero-

dimensional Polish space, and F be a measurable multifunction 

from X to Y such that Gr(F) is a Borel subset of XxY, and for 

every xeX,F(x) is a dense-in-itself,G^ subset of Y which has 

no compact, relatively open subsets. Then there is a Borel 

isomorphism g;XxN^°-> Gr(F) such that f(x,«) is a homeomorphism 

of N^° onto F(x) for every xeX. 

In the next chapter, we parametrize the analogous 

theorems in general topology dealing with the Cantor set. 

These theorems characterize the continuous images and the 

homeomorphic images of C. Note that because N 0 is not com-

pact, Mauldin and Sarbadhikari required the stronger notion 

of a measurable multifunction in order to maintain control 

of the measurability of their parametrizations. This notion 

is not needed in the author's work since C - £o,2}^° is com-

pact . 
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CHAPTER VIII 

PARAMETRIZATIONS OF TOPOLOGICAL CANTOR SETS 

The following theorem is a well-known result from 

general topology. 

Theorem 8.1. Every compact metric space is a continuous 

image of C, the Cantor set. 

One way to argue this theorem is to break the proof up 

into two parts [1, p. 80], First, show that every compact 

metric space is a continuous image of a closed subset of C. 

Second, show that if F is a closed subset of C, then F is a 

retract of C; i.e., F is the continuous image of C under a 

mapping which is the identity when restricted to F. Finally, 

combine these two parts to obtain a complete argument. 

In the first half of this chapter, we utilize a para-

metrized version of this argument in the proof of the fol-

lowing parametrized version of Theorem 8.1. 

Theorem 8.2. Let X and Y be Polish spaces and B be a 

Borel subset of XxY such that Bx is nonempty and compact for 

every xeX. Then there is a Borel measurable function 

f:XxC -*B such that f(x,*) is a continuous function of C onto 

B for every xeX. 
A. 

Following the scheme outlined above, we break the proof 

of this theorem up into two parts (Lemmas 8.4 and 8.5). 

First however, we need a preliminary technical lemma. If K 

is a closed subset of C, this technical lemma constructs 

66 
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explicitly a retraction of C onto K. The reader should study 

this construction carefully since these retractions are used 

m Lemma 8.5 to build the second part of the parametrization 

discussed above. 

Lemma 8.3. Let K be a closed subset of C. Define 

q:C+]R by q(x) = dist(x,K) for every xeC and p:C + K by 

x if xeK 

x + q(x) if x + q(x)eK, and either 

^ x - q(x)jz! K or xe EL/K 

x - q(x) if x - q(x) e K, and either 

x + q(x) 4 K or x e ER/K . 

Then p is a retraction of C onto K. (Here we regard C as 

being a subset of [0,1].) 

Proof. We begin by showing that p is well-defined. Since 

K is closed, there is always at least one closest point of K 

to x for any x£C. Thus, q is well-defined. Suppose xeC. 

Then x + q(x) and x - q(x) are the potential closest points 

of K to x, and one of them must belong to K. If exactly one 

of them belongs to K, then p(x) is defined to be that one. 

Using the fact that every point in D, the set of non endpoints 

of C, has a unique ternary expansion consisting only of zeros 

and twos, one can easily see that no point of D is the mid-

point of a pair of points in C. Thus, if xeD/K , then 

x + q(x) and x-q(x) cannot both belong to K, On the other 

hand, if xeE/K, where E is the set of endpoints of C, 
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then x + q(x) and x -q(x) may both belong to K. In this case, 

p(x) =x+q(x) if x is a left end point, or p(x) =x-q(x) if x 

is a right end point. It follows from this discussion that 

p is well defined. 

By definition, p is the identity when restricted to K. 

It remains to show that p is continuous. Suppose xeC, 

r *>°° 

ix
nJn=2

 c and lim x =x. We consider three cases. 
N-*OO 

Case I: Suppose xeK. Then 

-xnlilx
n"

xl ' 

so that 

!p(xn) -p(x)|<|p(xn) "Xn| + |xn -x[<2|xn -xj 

for every neN. Thus, lim p(x ) =p(x). This shows that p is 
N->OO 

continuous at x. 

Case II: Suppose x+q(x)eK, and either x-q(x)^K or 

xeE^/K. Then x^K so that q(x) > 0. Choose MjeN SO that if 

n is an integer > M:,then xne(x-q(x),x +q(x)). Note that 

for these n's, p(xn)tf(x-q(x), x+q(x)). 

We show that xne(x - q(x),x) for only finitely many 

n>M a. Suppose {x H is a subsequence of fx }°° , , and 
n i 1 - 1 c nJn=l> 

ni>Mi and x^e (x-q (x) ,x) for every ieN. Then p(xn ) < 

x-q (x) and 
I P " (x-q(x))| <2|x -x| 
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for every ie N (else x + q (x) is a point of K closer to x 
ni 

thanp(x )), Thus, limp(xn )-x-q(x). Since K is closed, 
i i->oo i 

this means x- q(x)e K. Thus, x must belong to ET/K. This is 
±j 

impossible since {2tn̂  3^=1 converges to x from the left. 

Therefore, x^e (x - q(x),x) for only finitely many n_>Mi. 

Choose M2eN so that if n is an integer >_ M2, then 

x
ne[x, x + q(x)). For these n» s, p (xn) = x + q (x) . Thus, 

lim p(xn)=x+q(x)=
p(x). This shows that p is continuous at x. 

Case III: Suppose x-q(x)eK, and either x + q(x)^ K or 

xe t^/K . The proof of this case is symmetric to that of 

Case II. 

From the consideration of these three cases it follows 

that p is continuous, and hence, a retraction of C onto K. • 

We now begin the proof of Theorem 8.2. 

Lemma 8.4. Let X and Y be Polish spaces and B be a 

Borel subset of XXY such that is nonempty and compact for 

every xeX. Then there is a Borel subset F of X*C and a Borel 

measurable function h;F+B such that F is closed, and hfx O 

is a continuous function of onto for every xeX. (Here 

we regard C as being {0,2}^°.) 

Proojf. Let {V^neN} be a basis for the topology of Y. 

Define 

" Y/V if i = 0 
V(n, i) = n 

V n if i = 2 
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for neN and i = 0 or 2. Define 

F = ) (x,a)eXxC:B 
xf) 

and h: F B by 

h(x,a) = x,B 
xn 

V(n,a(x)) 

neN 

V(n,a(n)) 

neN 

t <f> 

for every (x,a) F. (Here we make use of a slight abuse of 

notation. Technically, B 
xfl (^| V(n,cr (n)) 

neN 

is a set con-

sisting of exactly one element. In this case, we actually 

mean the unique element of the set.) 

We show that h is Borel measurable. Suppose H and K are 

closed subsets of X and Y respectively. Define 

K(s) = K n P i VCn,sn) 

1< n< I s I 

for every nonempty se{0,2 3*. Note that each K(s) i 

closed subset of Y. Then 

s a 

(1) h"1 (HxK) =\ (x,a)eF: x,B 
xn |^| V(n,cr(n)) 

neN 

l(x,a)eX><C:xeH and B ~ 
xn n V(n,a(n)) 

neN 

eHxK 

t <f> 

(HxC) 

(HXC) 

n P|r(x ;a) eXxC:B x nK nl Q V(n,o(n)) 

meN 1< n < m 
f $ 

n {(x,a)eXxC:for some se{0,2}m, 

meN 

a m = s and B flK(s) f <J> } 
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(HxC) n n u ' (XxC(s))n({xeX:Bxn:-K(s) f 4, Jxc) ]! 
.meN 1 se {0,2}m 

(HxC) n n 
meN 

U Tri [Bn(XxK(s))]xC(s) 
se{0,2}m 

O f U ( H f l T r i [Bn(XxKCs))])xC(s) 
meN | se{0,2}m 

For every nonempty se{0,2}\ BD(XxK(s)) is a Borel subset of 

X*Y with compact x-sections ([BnfXxK(s)) ] =B DKCs) for 
X X 

every xeX). Thus, by theorem 7.1, ttx [Bn(XxK(s)) ] is a Borel 

subset of X for every nonempty se{0,2]*. Since all the other 

sets afte,. the final equal sign in (1) are also Borel, then 

h (rlxK) is a Borel subset of XxC, and hence, a Borel subset 

of F. From this, it follows that h is Borel measurable. 

Suppose xeX. By definition (h (x, •)) (F ) c B . We shoxv 
X X 

that h(x,•) is onto. Suppose yeBx. Define aeC by 

a(n) 

for every neN. Since 

B 

0 if y^V 
n 

2 if yeV. 
n 

xf) f^| V(n,a (n)) 

neN 

= [y3, 

then aeFx and (h(x,-))(a) -y. This shows that h(x,-) is onto. 

It remains to show that h(x,-) is continuous. Suppose 

K is a closed subset of Y. Define 
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S
m = {

s e { ° , 2 ] :xe tti[B n(XxK(s))] } 

for every meN. Note that each Sm is finite. Then from (1), 

(h(x, •) ) "1 (K) = "zCh^CfxJxK)) = 

tt2 

meN seS 
m 

c II ' U C(s) 

_ 
meN seS 

m / 

is a closed subset of C, and hence, a closed subset of F 

This shows that h(x,-) is continuous. Therefore, h(x,-) is a 

continuous function of Fx onto Bx for every xeX. • 

Lemma 8.5. Let X be a Polish space and F be a Borel 

subset of XxC such that Fx is a nonempty closed subset of C 

for every xeX. Then there is a Borel measurable function 

g:XxC+F such that g(x,-) is a retraction of C onto F for 
X 

every xeX. (Here we regard C as being a subset of [0,1].) 

Proof. For every xeX, let px denote the retraction of 

C onto Fx defined in Lemma 6.3. Define piXxC+C by 

PO,y) =P x ( y ) and g:XxC+F by g(x,y) = (x,p(x,y)) for every 

(x,y) £XXC. Then g(x,.)=P(x,.)=Px is a retraction of C onto 

Fx for every x£X. 

We show that p is Borel measurable. Note that p(x,-) 

is continuous for every xeX. Suppose y£D, Define a :X+C 

by 1 

ay(x) = sup ( ( (FD(Xx [0,y]))U(Xx{'-l3)) ) 

= s u p ( ( F x f l [ 0 , y ] ) U { - l }) 

and by :X ->C by 
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by(x) = inf ((CFfl(Xx [y, 1]) )U(X
 x {2 })) ) 

X 

= inf((F xn[y,l])u{2}) 

for every xeX, Then ay(by) is the section-wise supremum 

(infimum) of a Borel subset of Xx]R with nonempty compact x-

sections. Thus, by Theorem 7.7, ay and by are Borel measu-

rable. Define 

Xy ={ xeX:y - ay(x)< by(x) - y } 

= {xeX:ay(x) + b (x) > 2y}. 

Then Xy is a Borel subset of X, and 

CP(- >y)) (x) 
r a (x) if xeX 

by(x) if xgX 

Thus, p(-,y) is Borel measurable. This shows that p(-,y) is 

Borel measurable for every yeD. 

Now suppose yeE. Let fy n}n = 1
cD such that lim y = y. 

Then n-*00 n 

(P(-,y))(x) = p(x,y) = p (y) = p /iim y \ = 
X \n->°° n ) 

limpx(yn)= lim p(x,y ) -lim (p(-,y_))(x) 
n+°° n-x» n - > o o n 

for every xeX, so that p(-,y) is the pointwise limit of a 

sequence of Borel measurable functions. Thus, p(-,y) is 

Borel measurable [2, p.386]. This shows that p(.,y) is Borel 

measurable for every ye. C. Thus, p is Borel measurable [2, 

p. 378]. 
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Finally, we show that g is Borel measurable. Suppose U 

and V are open subsets of X and C respectively. Then 

g (UxV) = (UxC)flP ^ (UXV) is a Borel subset of XxC. This 

shows that g is Borel measurable. • 

Combining Lemmas 8.4 and 8.5, we obtain a proof of 

Theorem 8.2. Let F and h be as defined in Lemma 8.4 and g 

be as defined in Lemma 8.5. Define f = h og. Then f is a 

Borel measurable function from XxC to B and 

f(x» ) ~ (h(x,-)) o (g(x,-)) is a continuous function of C onto 

Bx for every xeX. This completes the proof of Theorem 8.2. 

In the second half of this chapter, we parametrize 

another theorem from general topology. This theorem com-

pletely characterizes C. 

Theorem 8.6. Every compact, dense-in-itself, zero-

dimensional metric space is homeomorphic to C. 

Before stating the parametrized version of Theorem 8.6, 

we again need some preliminary technical lemmas. 

Lemma 8.7. Let (Y,d) be a separable metric space, 

{Vn:neN} be a basis for the topology of Y, K be a compact 

subset of Y,ceIR , and U be a clopen subset of K with 

diam (U) < c. Then there is a finite subset S of N such that 

diam 

and 

U = KD 

L K ] 
seS 

<c 

U V s 
seS 
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Proof, Let r= c - diam(U)> 0. There is an open subset 

G of Y such that U=KflGc:G. For each ueU, choose 5
U > 0 so 

that B(u;<$u)cG and 6 u < j . Then for each ueU, choose 

n(u)eN so that ueV n ( u )c B(u;«u). Note that U is compact and 

^ J ^nfu") " Thus, there is a finite subset F of U such 
ueU ^ J 

that U e |^J V n ( Y ) . Let S = {n(Y):Yer}. Suppose p,qe |J V . 
Y^r s e S

 s 

Then there are a,Y£r such that P
£ ^ n ( a )

 c B(a; <$a) and 

q £ Vn(y) C BtY;6y) • Thus, d(p,q) <dfp,a) + dfa,y) + d(y,q) < c. 

This shows that diam ( ( J Vsj< c. U c K ^ U V^cKflG = U . 

Therefore, U = ( U v ' ) - D 

Lemma 8.8. Let X and Y be Polish spaces and B be a Borel 

subset of XxY such that B^ is a-compact for every xeX. Then 

By is a Borel subset of XxY. 

Proof. Let [V^neNj be a basis for the topology of Y. 

Then 

(XxY)/B^ = {(x,y)£ XxY:yeV and B HV = <f> for some n£N } = 

Ua n 
n £ N

[ ( X x V n ) r i ((2c£X:Bxn V n = <i> }xY) ] = 

U ( X / { x e X ; B x n V n M ] ) x V n = [ J (X/ tt i [Bfl(XxVn) ]) x V n . 
n£N 

For every neN, Bfl (X*Vn) is a Borel subset of X><Y with 

0-compact x-sections ([Bfl (X*Vn) ] x = Bxfl V n for every x eX) . 

Thus, by Theorem 7.3, ir,[B CKXxVJ] is a Borel subset of X 

for every neN. It follows that (XxYJ/B7, and hence I y, is a 
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Borel subset of XxY. • 

We now state and prove a parametrized version of 

Theorem 8.6. 

Theorem 8.9. Let X and Y be Polish spaces and B be a 

Borel subset of XxY such that Bx is compact, dense-in-itself, 

and zero-dimensional for every xeX. Then there is a Borel 

isomorphism f:XxC->B such that f(x,.) i s a homeomorphism of 

C onto Bx for every xeX. (Here we regard C as being {0,2}K°.) 

Proof. Without loss of generality assume that the metric 

on Y is bounded by one. We define by induction Borel subsets 

X(a) of X, numbers p(a)eNU{03, and open subsets U(a,s) of 

Y with diam (U(a,s)) <. — ~ — f o r every aeN* and se{0,2]
p(a) 

| a| +1 ' 
so that: 

(1) if nsNUo], then X = (JCX(a) :aeNn}; 

(2) if a,beN* and | a[ = | b[ , then X(a) f)X(b) = <f>; 

(3) if a,beN* and a < b, then X(a)=>X(b) and p(a)< p(b) ; 

(4) if aeN* and xeX(a) , then Bxc(j [U(a,s) : se {0,2 }
p }; 

(5) if aeN*, s and s' are distinct members of {0,2}p'-a-', 

and xeX(a), then Bxnu(a,s)nu(a,s'}= <f>; 

(6) if a,beN*, a < b, se{0,2}p 

te{0,2jp^ ^ s < t, and xeX(b) , then 

Bxf|U(b,t) C Bx nu(a,s) ; 

(7) if aeN*, se{0,2}p^a\ and xeX(a), then 

Bx DUCa,s) j 4; 
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(8) if aeN*, s e {0,2jP(a), and xeX(a), then 

Bx nu(a,s) is a clopen subset of B 
x' 

The induction is on the length of the members of N*. 

We begin by defining the objects on level zero. Define 

W ) =X, p ( ^ 0 , and U ( M ) *Y. Then X ( * ) is a Borel subset 

of X, U(<M) IS a Clopen subset of Y with diam(U(<f>, 4>)) 1 1, 

and these objects satisfy conditions (1) - (8). 

Now suppose k £ N U (o J and the objects on levels 0 through 

k have been defined; i.e., suppose Borel subsets X(a) of X, 

numbers p(a)e N U{0], and open subsets U(a,s) of Y with 

diam(U(a,s)) have been defined for every aeN* with 

Ia i —k and every se{0,2}V(a\ so that conditions (1) - ( 8) are 

satisfied. We proceed to define the objects on level k* 1. 

Let {Vn:neN} be a basis for the topology of Y and 

{W(k + l,n) :n£N] be an enumeration of the collection of all 

finite unions of members of the basis such that the diameter 

of this union is less than or equal to ^ . Suppose aeNk. 

Let {e(a,n):n£N3 be an enumeration of (J {e:e is a function 
ieN 

from {0,2 1 to N}. For every neN, define 

P(a*n) = p(a) + i, 

where the domain of eCa,n) is {0,2}p(a)+i. Then define 

U(a*n,t) =W(k + 1,(e(a,n)) (t)) 
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for every n eN and te{0,2}P(
a*n). Note that each U(a*n,t) is 

an open subset of Y with diam (U(a*n,t))< = * 
— k+2 J asn|+1 

In order to shorten the notation in the following formulas, 

we denote {0,2jPW by S, f0,2}P(a*n) by T n for every n eN, 

U(a,s) by U(s) for every seS, and U(a*n,t) by U(n,t) for 

every neN and teT . Define 

Xn(a,n) j~xeX(a):Bx c U(n,t) 

/ teT 
L n 

= X/£xeX(a):Bxn P | (Y/U(n,t)) 

teT 
n 

t <l> 

= x/m Bf)/X(a)x P | (Y/U(n,t)) 

»teTn 

X5(a,n) P fcX(a):BxnU(n,t)nU(n,t')= <j> } 
t,t'eT ,t^t' 

P (X/ [xeX(a) :BxnU(n,t)flU(n,t
/)/(J)3) 

t,t'eTn,t*<t' 

P (X/TTI [Bf)(X(a)x(U(n,t)nU(n,t/)))]), 

t,t'eT ,tft' 

X s ( a , n ) = P i {xeX(a) :BxDU(n,t) c B f]U(s) } 
seS,teT ,t| p (a) =s 

n 
seS,teTn,t|p(a)=s 

(xeX(a) : B^fl U(n, t)D (Y/U(s) ) = <j> } 
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f^| (X/{xeX(a) :B nU(n,t)fl(Y/U(s)) ? $ }) 
s e S , t e T n > t | p ( a ) = s X 

CX/tti [Bf|(X(a)x (U(n, t)n(Y/U(s) )))]), 
s £ S , t g ,t| p (a) -s 

X7 (a,n) = (^| {xeX (a) :BxflU(n,t) + <f> } 

teT 
n 

= tti [Bfl(X(a)xu(n,t)) ] , 

teT 
n 

and 

X 8 (a,n) |^| [ x e X ( a ) :Bxf]U(n,t) is a clopen subset of B } 
teT 

n 

P j {xeX(a) :BxflU(n,t) is a closed subset of Y] 
teT 

n 

(xe X(a): B^ fj U(n ,t) fl(Y/U (n, t)) = <{, } 

teT 
n 

- | (X/{xeX(a) : (Bfl(XxU(n, t) )y)xD(Y/U(n, t)) ̂  <f> } 

te T 
n 

= P i CX/tti [Jif KXxUCn ,t))-yrnCXCa)x (Y/U(n, t ) ) ) ] ) 
te T n 

for every neN. For i =4,5,6,7,8, each X . ( a,n) is the set of 

all xeX(a) for which condition (i) holds when restricted to 

From Theorem 7.3, a n or, in the case of i =6, a*n and a. 

Lemma 8.8, and the fact that all intersections in the above 

formulas are over finite sets, it follows that Xi(a,n) i s a 
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Borel subset of X for i=4,5,6,7,8. Define 

X(a,n)= Xi(a,n) 

4<i<8 

and 

X(a*n) = X(a,n)/ [ J X(a,j) 

j<n 

for every neN. Then X(a,n), and hence X(a*n), is a Borel 

subset of X for every neN. Continue this process for every 

k 

aeN . This completes the definition of the objects on level 

k + 1. 

It follows directly from this definition that conditions 

(2) - (8) are now satisfied by the objects on levels 0 through 

k +1. It remains only to show that condition (1) is satisfied 

on level k +1; i.e., that 

X =U{X(a*n):aeNk and neN]. 

Suppose x£X. Then there is an bcNk such that xeX(b). Since 

Bx is compact, dense-in-itself, and zero-dimensional, there 

is an ieN and a clopen partition [ U t : t e { 0 , 2 }
p + i } 0f B 

such that each Ut is nonempty and has diameter less than 

j-̂ 2 • Moreover, if te {0,2 }P ( b ) + i, se {0, 2 }P , and s<t, 

then Ut cB xnU(b,s). By Lemma 8.7, each Ut=Bxf)W(k+1 ,n ) 

for some n^N. Define e: {0, 2 }P ̂ + i - N by e(t) =n t for 'every 

te{0,2}p(h) 1. Then e=e(b,n) for some neN, and 
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xeX (b ,n) c(j [X(b*n) :neN}ctj£x(a*n) :aeN^ and neN} 

This shows that 

X =U{X(a*n):aeNk,neN}, 

so that condition (1) is also satisfied by the objects on 

levels 0 through k + 1. Therefore, by recursion, there are 

Borel subsets X(a) of X, numbers p(a)eN, and open subsets 

U(a,s) of Y with diam(U(a,s)) i j — j for every aeN* and 

se £0,2 3 , such that conditions (1) - (8) are satisfied. 

Finally, we define f and show that it has the required 

properties. Suppose (x,T)eXxC. From conditions (1), (2), 

and (3), it follows that there is a unique creN^0 such that 

^°r e v e r y neN, define s e {0, 2 I so that 
neN n 

s
n
 = T I P I n ) • Then define 

f(X,T)= fx,B n 
J xl 

f(^jUCa|n,sn)' 

neN 

(Here again, we make use of the abuse of notation discussed 

in Lemma 8.4.) Note that (f(x,•))(C) CB X f o r e v e r y X e X < 

From conditions (4), (5), and (6), it follows that f(x,-) is 

one-to-one and onto for every xeX. Thus, f is one-to-one 

and onto. 

We show that f is a Borel isomorphism. Suppose G is a 

Borel subset of X, keNU{0}, and se{0,2}^. Then 
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(GxC(s)) = B n r ^ J (Gf)X(a)) 

i aeNk 
U , 

te{0,2}p(a;) 

s < t 

is a Borel subset of B. This shows that f"1 is Borel meas-

urable. Thus, by Theorem 7.2, £ is a Borel isomorphism. 

It remains to show that f(x,*) is homeomorphism of C 

onto Bx for every xeX. Suppose xeX and a and s are as de-

fined above. Then 

I U Ufa|k,t) 
te£0,2 3P Co|k) 

s e t 

(f (X, •)) (C(s))=B n 
A 

is a clopen subset of B^. This shows that (f(x,'))_1 is 

continuous for every xeX. Therefore, f(x,-) is a homeo-

morphism of C onto Bx for every xeX. O 
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CHAPTER IX 

UNSOLVED PARAMETRIZATION PROBLEMS 

Two important parametrization problems were proposed by 

Mauldm and Sarbadhikari. In their paper [1], they attempted 

to parametrize theorems in descriptive set theory which char-

acterize the Polish spaces that are continuous, one-to-one 

images and homeomrphic images of NK°. However, they were 

only partially successful, leaving the following two questions 

unanswered in general. 

Question 9.1. Let X and Y be Polish spaces, and F be a 

measurable multifunction from X to Y such that Gr(F) is a 

Borel subset of XxY, and F(x) is a dense-in-itself, Gg subset 

of \ for every xeX. Is there a Borel isomorphism f:XxN^° 

G r O ) such that f(x,-) is a continuous, one-to-one map of 

N "onto F(x) for every xeX? 

Mauldin and Sarbadhikari answered the above question 

affirmatively in the case where Y is IR. 

Question 9.2. Let X and Y be Polish spaces, and F be a 

measurable multifunction from X to Y such that Gr(F) is a 

Borel subset of XxY, and F(x) is a zero-dimensional, dense-

m-itself, G6 subset of Y which has no compact, relatively 

open subsets for every xeX. Is there a Borel isomorphism 

f:XxN 0 + Gr(F) such that f(x,-) is a homeomorphism of N*° 

onto F(x) for every xeX? 

84 
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Mauldin and Sarbadhikari answered this question af-

firmatively in the case where Y itself is zero-dimensional. 

In Chapter VIII, the author parametrized the theorems 

from topology characterizing the continuous images and the 

homeomorphic images of C. There are analogous topological 

characterization theorems for [0,1], 

Theorem 9.3 (Hahn-Mazurkiewicz). Every compact, con-

nected, locally connected metric space (Peano continuum) is 

a continuous image of [0,1], 

Theorem 9.4. Every compact, connected metric space 

(metric continuum) with exactly two noncut points is homeo-

morphic to [0,1]. 

We now formulate appropriate parametrization questions 

for these theorems. 

Question 9,5. Let X and Y be Polish spaces, and B be a 

Borel subset of XxY such that Bx is compact, connected, and 

locally connected for every xeX. Is there a Borel measurable 

function f.Xxi ->B such that f(x,*) is a continuous function 

from I onto B for every xeX? 

Question 9.6. Let X and Y be Polish spaces, and B be a 

Borel subset of XxY such that B x is compact and connected and 

has exactly two noncut points for every xeX. Is there a 

Borel isomorphism f;X*I-B such that f(x,.) is a homeomorphism 

of I onto B^ for every x£X? 
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